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Abstract. The observation problem along with the certain 
independent value plays a great role while carrying out control of 
dynamic systems in the conditions of uncertainty (Kalman, 1957, 
Kraso,:,"ski, 1985, Leondes, 1976). A new approach on connection 
between the problems of control and observation is presented in 
(Gabasov, 1991). Developing it, we justify the solution' of obser
vation problem in the given paper that arises, at optimization of 
linear dynamic systems. The paper consists of the two parts. In 
the part I the linear discrete system is investigated. In the part II 
the linear dynamic continuous system is consider~d. 
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Introduction. The main directions of investigating op
timal control problems are connected with construction of pro
gram controls or studing their characteristics. But always the 
problem of synthesis of optimal control system was' supposed 
to be the central one. It was only for special-quadratic optimal 
control problems. 

The results received by the authors in the field of ex
tremal problems (R. Gabasov et al. "Constructive Methods 
Op~imization". University Press, Minsk, 1984-1991) give the 
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possibility to construct finite algorithms of solution of optimal 
control problems both in program form and in feedback form. 

Optimal estimators are an important part of constructing 
feedback optimal controls. Optimal estimator produces eS,ti
mates of states and pertubations which are used by regulator 
to form the optimal control. 

In the paper a new approach to construct algorithms of 
acting of estimators both for discrete and continuous dynamic 
systems is suggested. New estimators are ba$ed on principles 
of getting guaranteed (minimax) estimates. As for pertuba
tions and errors of measurements accompaning the observation 
they are supposed to be taken from an arbitrary set given by 
linear restrictions-inequalities. 

I. Optimal estimator for linear discrete system . 
1. Let on set T(t*) = {t*, t* + h, t* + 2h, ... , t*} the 

behaviour of dynamical system is described by equation 

x(t + h) = A(t, h)x(t), (1.1) 

where x(t) = (x jet), j E J) is n-vector of state of system in 
the moment of time t; J = {I, 2, ... ,n}; h > 0 is constant 
number, A(t, h) is nxn matrix of parameters. 

We shall consider that the discribe system (1.1) is ob
tained from the continuous 

x = A(t)x 
after quantification of time with sufficiently small period 
h > o. Then 

BF(t, r) 
A(t,h)=F(t+h, t), at =A(t)F(t,r), F(t,r)=E. 

The problem of observation appears any time when initial 
state x( t*) of system (1.1) is exactly unknown and a priori 
information 

x(t*) E X* = {x E R n : Gx = j, d* :::; x :::; d*}, 
(f E R m , G = G(l, J), I = {1,2, ... ,m}, rank G = m < n) 
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is so rough that it is unuseful for utility in control problems 
of system (1.1). 

To clarify a priori distribution X* of initial states let us 
introduce the observation procedure by means of measuring 
device . 

y = c'(t)x + e(t), (1.2) 

where e(t) is an error by means of which the measurement of 
linear combination c' (t)x of coordinates of vector of state x 
is accessible. It is natural that the measurement errors are 
unknown but we shall consider that they satisfy unequalities 

(1.3) 

Let measuring device (1.2) has registered signal y(t), t E 
T(t*) generated by some initial state x(t*) = z E X* and 
errors of measurements e(t), t E T(t*). Using this information 
clarify X*. 

DEFINITION. The set X*(t*) will be called a posteriori 
distribution of initial states corresponding to the observation 
process to the moment t* if it consists of those and only those 
elements z E X* that together with some errors of measure
ment e(t), t E T(t*), are able to generate the observed signal 
y(t), t E T(t*). 

Evidently the set X*(t*) in full volume in control prob
lems is used seldom. As a rule some its numerical character
istics (estimates) are needed. In linear control problems it is 
sufficient to know linear estimates 

&(t*) = maxp'(t*)x(t*lz), z E X* (t*), .(1.4) 

where p(t*) is a given n-vector, x(t*lz) is a state of system 
(1.1) in moment t* under condition that in moment t* it was 
in state z. 
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Problem (1.4) will be called the problem of optimal ob
servation for discrete system (1.1) with the help of measuring 
device (1.2), (1.3). 

2. Let Fn(t, r), t, r E T(t*) be a fundamental matrix of 
solution of equation (1.1): 

Fh(t + h,r) = A(t, h)Fh(t,r), F'k(r + h,r) = E, 
Fh(t, r - h) = Fh(t, r)A(r, h), Fh(t, t - h) = E, 

where E is a unit diagonal nxn matrix. 
The problem (1.1)-(1.4) can be written in the form 

&(t*) = maxp'(t*)Fh(t*, t* - h)z, 
e*(t) ~ yet) - C'(t)Fh(t, t* - h)z ~ C(t), t E T(t*), 

Gz = j, d* ~ z ~ d*. (1.5) 

Designate a'(t) = (al(t), a2(t), ... , an(t)' = -c'(t)Fh(t, 
t* - h); b'(t*) = (bl(t*), b2(t*), ... , bn(t*)' = p'(t* Fh(t*, t*'
h), ·after that problem (1.5) has the form 

b'(t*)z ~ max,e*(t) ~ yet) + a'(t)z ~ C(t), t E T(t*), 

Gz = j, d* ~ x ~ d*. (1.6) 

Since problem (1.6) is that of linear programming, it can 
be solved by finite methods. Let {z(t*), Ssup(t*)} be an op
t~lllal support plan of problem (1.6). The support Ssup(t*) = 
{Jsup(t*), Tsup(t*)} presents a totality from set Js.up(t*) c J 
of support indices of optimal plan z(t*) and set Tsup(t*) C 
T(t*) Qf support moments t* ::; rl = r1 (t*) < ... < r, = 
rl( t*) ::; t*. In addition the correlations are fulfilled 

m + ITsup(t*)1 = IJsup(t*)I, detP =I- 0, 
P = P(t*) = P((Tsup(t*), l); 

( 
aj(t): j E Jsup(t*)) 

Jsup(t*)It*» = t E Tsup(t*) 
G(l, Jsup(t*» 
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Let us introduce correlations 

Q = Q(t*) = Q(Jsup(t*), (Tsup(t*), 1)lt*) = p-l(t*) 

= (((qj(t): t E Tsup(t*)); (qji: i E J))') 
j E Jsup(t*) , 

A(T. (t*) J) _ ( a'(t) ) 
sup , - t E T(t*) 
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Construct sets TN = TN(t*) = T(t*)\Tsup(t*); IN(t*) = 
j\Jsup(t*). We shall ascribe to each moment of time t E T(t*) 
and indices j E J, i E I the numbers 

vet) = v(tlt*),. D..j = D..j(t*), J-ti = J-ti(t*): . 
vet) = 0, t E TN(t*); 

D..j(t*) '. 0, j E Jsup(t*); 

J-t = J-t(t*) = (J-ti(t*), i E 1); 
vsup= v(Tsup(t*)) = (V(Tl(t*)), V(T2(t*», ... , 

v( Tl(t*))); 
VN = V(TN(t*)) = (v(t), t E TNCt*)); 

usup = (v(Tsup(t*»), J-t(t*») = (vsup, J-t); 
u~up = b~upQ(t*), bsup = (bj(t*), j E Jsup(t*)); 

UN = U(TN(t*)) = (V(TN(t*)), J-t(t*)); 

u = u(T(t*») = (usup , UN); 
D..'(JN) = D..'(t*IJN(t*)) = (D..j(t*), 

j E IN(t*))' = v~upA(Tsup(t*), IN(t*)) 

+ J-t'G(J, IN(t*)) - b~(t*), 

bN(t*) = (bj(t*), j E IN(t*)). 

The plan z( t*) is optimal if and o~ly if there exists the 
support Ssup(t*) wherein 
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The plan z( t*) is optimal if and only if there exists the 
support Ssup(t*) wherein 

~j(t*) ::; 0 if Zj(t*) = dj; 
~j(t*) ~ 0 if Zj(t*) = dj; 

~j(t*) = 0 if d*j < Zj(t*) < dj; 
jEJN(t*); 

V(Ti(t*)) ~ 0 if Y(Ti(t*)) + a'(Ti(t*))Z(t*) = C(Ti(t*)); 
V(Ti(t*)) ~ 0 if Y(Ti(t*)) + a'(Ti(t*))Z(t*) = e*(Ti(t*)); 
v( Ti(t*)) = 0 

if e*(Ti(t*)) < Y(Ti(t*)) + a'(Ti(t*))Z(t*) < C(Ti(t*)); 
i = 1, 1. (1.7) 

3. The observation problem considered in the previous 
paragraph is a program one in that sense that the observed 
signal yet) in it is supposed to be known to the moment t* all 
over the interval T(t*). While constructing optimal regulators 
for (1.1) (in other terminology while carrying out synthesis of 
optimal systems of control) the information on system state 
should enter in the mode of real time. In this connection there 
arises the problem of synthesis of optimal estimator designated 
for calculation of necessary estimates in the mode of real time. 

Let for some fJ E T( t*) \ t* the process of observation was 
carried out on set T(fJ) = {t*, t*+h,..:., fJ} and {z(fJ), Ssup(fJ)} 
its result (solution of problem (1.6) wherein moment t* is chan
ged for B.) Assume that at the next moment t = B + h the de
vice (1.2) registered signal y( B + h) with error of measurement 
e(fJ + h) satisfying unequalities (1.3). 

Construction of optimal support plan {z( fJ + h), Ssup( fJ + 
h)} of problem (1.6) for any values y( fJ + h) will be called the· 
synthesis of optimal estimator of discrete system (1.1) with 
measuring device (1.2), (1.3). 
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By information obtained to moment B we shall calculate 
the value 

weB) = y(B + h) + a'(B + h)z(B). (1.8) 

If e*(B + h) :::; weB) :::; C(B + h), then {z(B + h), Ssup(B + 
h)} = { z ( B), Ssu p ( B)}. Therefore the problem of synthesis 
of optimal estimator in 'moment B does not arise for w( B) E 
[e*(B + h), C(B + h)]. Let (for the definiteness sake) weB) > 
C(B + h). Immerse problem (1.6) into the family of extreme 
problems depending on parameter p: 

b' z -+ max, e*(t) :::; y(t) + a'(t)z :::; C(t), t E T(B), 
e*(B + h) :::; y(B + h) + a'(B + h)z :::; p, (1.9) 
Gz = j, d*:::; z :::; d*. 

Problem (1.9) for P = w(B) has the solution {z(B), Ssup(B)}. 
To find {z(B+h), Ssup(B+h)} we shall decrease iteratively pa
rameter P : w(B)' Po > PI > ... > PN = C(B+h) construct
ing at the same time solutions {zk, S:up} = {z(Blpk), Ssup(B)1 
Pk)} of problem (1.9). Then assume z(B + h) = zN, Ssup(B + 
h) = St'up ' 

4. Passing to description of algorithm of optimal estima
tor operation vye shall designate Ts~p, J:up the set of support 
moments and indices from J on k-th iteration and assume 

Tt=[({O}U{h}U{t+h, tETs~p})nT(B+h)]. (1.10) 

Let L:up = {Ts~p, I}. 
The totality 

will be called, the state of algorithm on k-th iteration in mo
ment of time B. 
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The zero state of algorithm CaUl) compose of compo
nents: 

Zo = z(B); S~up = Ssup(B); y(TsOup) = y(Tsup(B)); 

QO = Q(B); p = weB). 

Iteration of algorithm Ck ( B) -+Ck+1 (B) consists of the 
following steps: 

Step 1. Check condition: B + h E Ts~p; 
If it is fulfilled, pass to step 2. Otherwise pass to step 5. 
Step 2. Let qk(B+h) = Qk(Jskup,B+h) = qk(Tl(B)) = 

k _ (k . Jk) ql - qjl' JEsup . 
Count: 

forqjl < 0, k ))) . ((Z~ - d*.)/q~1 
f3j = (zj-~j)/qjl for qjl > 0, j E Jskup ; (1.11) 

for qj, = 0, 

[(y(t) + a'(t)zk) - C(t)] /a~up(t)qt, 
for a~up(t)qt < 0; 

(3k(t) = [(yet) + a'(t)zk) - e*(t)] /a~up(t)qt, 

.for a~up(t)qt > 0; 

00 for a~up(t)qt = 0; t E Tt. 
(3k(B + h) = Pk - C(B + h) 

(3 k . Qk . Jk 
jo = mInfJj"J E sup; 

(3k(tO) = min (3k(t), t E Tt; 
(3~ = min{(3jo' (3k(tO), (3k(B + h)}. 

Assume 

k+.1 _ (HI . Jk) _ k Qk k . 
zsup - Zj ,J E sup - zsup - fJO qsuP I, 

_ Qk 
Pk+l - Pk - fJO • 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 
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Here q:up I = (qjl, j E J:up ); z:up = (zj, j E J:up ); 

zk+1 = (z:~~, z~); z~ = (zj, j E Jfry). 

The following cases are possible: 

a)j3~ = j3jo; b)j3~ = j3k(t0); c)j3~ = j3k(fJ + h). 

If the case a) is realized we pass to step 3. In the case 
b) pass to step 4. In the case c) pass to cqrrelation (1.31) of 
step 6. 

Step 9. Calculate 

l:!..u k' = (l:!..v k, l:!..J.lk), = (l:!..vk(Ts~p), 

(l:!..J.li, i = I,m))' = ejoQk(Jskup , L!!'p)sign qjol; 

l:!..6k'(J) = l:!..u k' pk(Lk J)' sup' , 

(1.14) 

U~ = (.-l:!..j/l:!..8j for l:!..jl:!..8j < 0, 
J 00 for l:!..~l:!..8~ > 0 JJ - , 

. Jk ,J E sup; (1.15) 

uk(tO) = minuk(t), t E Ts~p; 
k . k . Jk 

Uj* = mlllUj, J E N; (1.16) 

u~ = min{ uk(tO), uj*}. 

Assume 
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Let situation (1.17) be realized. Then 

Qk+1 = Qk+I(Js~tI, L::pl) = Qk(Jskup \jo, L:up \to) 

- Qk(Jskup \jo, to) x Qk(jo, L:up \t°)/qJoio' 

qJoio = Qk(jo, to); (1.19) 

Vk+I(Tk+I) = vk(Tk \iO) + ak!::lvk(Tk \tQ) 
sup sup ° sup' 

fJ, k+ I (1) = fJ, k + a~ !::lfJ, k, 
!::l k+1 (J~+l \jo) = !::l k( Jt ) + a~ !::l8k (Jt ), 

!::lj+1 = a~ !::l8~. 
If situation (1.18) is realized then 

Qk+1 = Qk+I(Jk+1 Lk+I) 
sup' sup 

= Qk(J:up , L:up ) - Qk(Js~p, L:up ) 

(1.20) 

x [Pk(L:up, j*) - pk(L:up, jo)] x Qk(jo, L:up ) 

/[Qk(jo, L:up ) x pk(L:up , j*)]. (1.21) 

Vk+1 (Tk+I) = vk(Tk ) + ak !::lvk(Tk ) 
sup sup ° sup , 

fJ,k+1 = fJ,k + a~ !::lfJ,k, 

!::lk+l(J~+I\jO) = b,.k(J'N\j*) + a~b.8k(J'N\j*), 
!::l k+1 = ak b.8k 

Jo ° Jo' 

Pass to step 6. 
Step 4. Calculate 

!::lu k' = (!::lv k, !::lfJ,k)' = (!::lvk, !::lfJ,k)' 

= (!::lvk(Ts~p), (!::lfJ,i' i E I))' 

(1.22) 

= a~up(tO)Qk x sign(a~up(tO)qf), !::l8k' = !::l8k' (J) 

= !::luk' pk(L:up, J) - a'(tO) x sign(a~up(tO)qt).(1.23) 
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Following from (1.14-}.16), (1.23) find (7~. 
Change the support S:up ~ S:;i"pl : 
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TS:tl = (Ts:p \t*) u to; Jskut1 = J:up if (7~ = (7k(t*);(1.24) 

Ts:tl = Ts:p u to; Jskut1 = (J:up U j* if (7~ = (7j. (1.25) 

L k+1 - {Tk+1 I} sup - sup., . 

If situation (1.24) is realized then 

Qk+l = Qk+l(Jk+l Lk+l) sup' sup 

= Qk(Jskup , L:up ) - Qk(Jskup , t*) 

x [pk(t*, J:up ) - pk(t0, J:up )] x Qk(Jskup , 

j[_pk(t0, Jskup ) X Qk(Jskup , t*)]; 

Vk+l(Tk+l\tO) = vk(Tk \t*) + (7k ~vk(Tk \t*) sup sup ° sup' 
vk+l(t0) = -(7~sign(a~up(tO)qt), 

Jlk+l = Jlk + (7.~ ~Jlk, 
~k+l(J~+l) = ~k(Jt) + (7~~8k(Jt), 

Let situation (1.25) be realized. Then 

Qk+l = Qk+l(Jk+l Lk+l) = sup' sup 

(1.27) 

(
Qk(JSkUP' L:up) + Qk(Js~p, L:up ) x (Pk(L:up, j*) 

x P(tO, Jskup ) X Qk( Js: p, L:up)/U:, 

- pk(tO, J:up ) x Qk(Jskup , L:up)/W, 

L:up ) x pk(L:up? j*)/W) 

l/W 

(1.28) 
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W =pk(t0, j*) - pk(tO, J:up) 

X Qk(Js~p, L:up ) X pk(L:up,j*); 

Vk+l(Tk+l\tO)='Vk(Tk \t*)+(J'k~Vk(Tk ) sup sup ° , sup , 
Vk+1(tO) = -(J'~sign(a~up(tO)qf), 

~k+l(Jt+l) = ~k(Jfrv\j*) + (J'~~hk(Jfrv\j*), 
JLk+l = JLk + (J'~~JLk. 

Pass to step 6. 

(1.29) 

Step, 5. Introduce moment 0 + h into the support. For 
this purpose calculate 

k' '( k k , k k ~u = ~v , ~JL ) = (~v (Tsup), 

(~JLf, i E I)Y = a~up(O + h) X Qk X sign(C(O+ h) - w(O)), 

~(J'k' = ~(J'k' (J) = ~ uk' pk (L:up , J) 

- a'(6 + h)sign(C(6 + h) - w(O)). (1.30) 

According rules (1.24), (1.25) change the support S:up -+ 

S'k+l 
sup· 
, Following (1.26)-(1.29) construct Qk+l, Vk+l, JLk+l, 

~ k+l Assume Sk = Sk+1. Qk = Qk+1. pk = pk+lvk = ,N . sup sup , , , 
vk+1; JLk = JLk+\ ~t _ ~~+1 and pass to step 2. 

St.ep 6. If Pk+l > C(O + h) then the k-th iteratiQn of 
algorithm Ck(O) -+ Ck+1 (O) in moment 0 is fulfilled. 

For 
Pk+l ::; C( 0 + h), (1.31) 

operation of optimal estimator in moment 0 is fulfilled (k + 
1,N). The zero state of algorithm in moment O+h as follows: 
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The algorithm operation for case w(B) > C(B+h) is described 
completely. Case w( B) < ~*( B + h) is investigated similarly. 

Remark. While realizing step 5 in formulas of recalcula
tion of potentials and estimates (1.27), (1.29) we assume that 

. '(' (0) k) sIgn asup t ql = 

_ (sign(C(B + h) - w(B)) if w{B) > C(B + h), 
- sign(~*(B + h) - w(B)) if w(B) < ~*(B + h). 

(1.32) 

5. Example. As an illustration of the obtained results 
we consider a discrete model of problem of estimator synthesis 
for a dynamical system describing the motion of materiel point 
on rectangular section of path under the action of a constant 
force. 

The mathematical model of system under study as fol
lows: 

T(t*) = [0, t*]; Xl = X2, XI(O) = Zl, IZII ~ 1 

X2 = X3, X2(0) = Z2, IZ21 ~ 1 

X3 = 0, X3(0) = 2z3, IZ31 ~ 1 

<i( B) = X2( B) = Z2 + 2Bz3 --+ max, B ~ O. 

The discrete system the states of which in moments 
0, h, 2h, ... , t* coincide with those of the continuous one is 
described by the following equations: 

X(t + h) = A(h)x(t), (1.33) 

where 

[
1 h h2 /2] 

A(h) = F(h, 0) = 0 1 h 
o 0 1 

Evidently a priori estimate of component X2 (B) equals to 
&(8) = 1 + 28, 8 E {a, h, 2h, ... ,t*}. It'is understood, that 
for large B > 0 this estimate may occur too rough. 
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Supplement system (1.33) by measuring device 

Y = Xl + e, 
that is able to register in moment 0, h, 2h, ... , t* the compo
nent Xl with error e s.atisfying the unequality 

le(t)1 ::; 1, t ~ 0. 

3 ,. 
".L;z. 

o 1. e 

-1 

Fig. 1. Laws of initial states· and estimate change. 

Let the output signal y(t) _ 0, t ~ 0, be known. Then 
we come to the program problem of observation: 

a(B) = X2 + 2Bz3 -+ max, IZI + tZ2 + t 2 z31 ::; 1, 

t E {a, h, 2h, ... , B}, IZil::; 1, i = 1,3. 
(1.34) 

In real processes of control the output signal of the mea
suring device is not known in advance. It enters as the control 
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process (in mode of real time) develops. It is too ineffective 
to solve the program problem (1.34) directly for each current 
moment O. 

The problem of synthesis consists in construction of pro
cedure of estimate correction as the measuring device output 
signals enter in real time. 

Let 0 = o. It is easy to see, that an optimal solution of 
problem (1.34) in this case is as follows 

Zl (0) = -1; Z2(0) = 1; Z3(0) = 1; Ssup(O) = 0. 

Problem (1.34) solved according to the algorithm de
scribed up to the moment t* = 8.5. The results of solution 
are presented in the Table. A posteriori estimate values for 
continuous problem (1.32) are given in column ac(O). The laws 
of change of optimal plan z( 0) components and the estimates 
&(0) for problem (1.34) are given in Fig. 1. 

We note that the estimate (1.4) have the more general 
form &(0) = IIlax p'(O)x(Olz). The algorithm changes in this 

zEX.(8) 

situation in the following way. The vector b( 0) is replaced by 
the vector b( 0 + h). 

II. Optimal Estimator of Dynamic System 
1. Consider n-dimensioned dynamic system, the behavior 

of which on interval of time T = [t*, t*] 

x = A(t)x (2.1) 

together with piece-wise continuous n x n-matrix function 
A(t), t E T. 

Assume that the exact initial state x(t*) of system (2.1) 
is not known. A priori information about it has the form 

x(t*) = X* = {x E Rn : Gx= j, d* ~ x ~ d*}, 
(f E Rm). 

(2.2) 
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A priori distribution X * of initial'states generates a priori 
motion X(t) = {x(tlz), z E X*}, t E T, of system (2.1), 
composed of different trajectories x(tlz), t E T, of system 
(2.1) outgoing from points x(t*) = z E X* in moment t*,. 

In control problems the a priori distribution X(t*) ofter
minal states often due the excessive uncertainty does not al
low to construct effective controls. The decrease uncertainties 
of terminal states we introduce the procedure of observation. 
Assume that there is a measuring device 

y = C(t)x + e, (y E Rk), 

that registers linear combinations C(t)x(t) of components of 
state x(t) in each moment t E T with errors e(t). 

Table. Synthesis estimator example. 

° Zl(O) Z2 (0) Z3( 0) 
0.0 -1.0 1.0 1.0 
0.5 -1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 -1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.5 -1.0 -0.166667 1.0 
2.0 -0.7333333 -1.0 0.933333 
2.5 -0.6666667 -1.0 0.6666667 
3.0 -0.5 -1.0 0.5 
3.5 -0.4 -1.0 0.4 
4.0 -0.2363636 -1.0 0.327278 
4.5 -0.1050949 -1.0 0.276923 
5.0 0.0507108 -1.0 0.2379716 
5.5 0.1979162 -1.0 0.2083335 
6.0 0.3445372 -1.0 0.184874 
6.5 0.511278 -1.0 0.1654137 
7.0 0.666667 -1.0 0.149660 
7.5 0.8295468 -1.0 0.1363636 
8.0 1.0 -1.0 0.125 
8.5 1.0 -0.9444443 0.1111111 
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Table (continuation) 

6 Jsup( 6) Tsup(6) a(6) a c ( 6) 
0.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 
0.5 0 0 2.0 2.0 
1.0 0 0 3.0 3.0 
1.5 2 1.5 2.833333 2.8~8 
2.0 1;3 0.5;2.0 2.733333 2.732 
2.5 1;3 1.0;2.5 2.333333 2.295 
3.0 1;3 1.0;3.0 2.0 2.0 
3.5 1;3 1.5;3.5 1.8 1.785 
4.0 1;3 1.5;4.0 1.618182 1.618 
4.5 1;3 2.0;4.5 1.492307 1.487 
5,0 1;3 2.0;5.0 1.379716 1.379 
5.5 1;3 2.5;5.5 1.291667 1.289 
6.0 1;3 2.5;6.0 1.218488 1.215 
6.5 1;3 3.0;6.5 1.150378 1.148 
7.0 1;3 3.5;7.0 1.0955240 1.094 
7.5 1;3 3.5;7.5 1.045454 1.044· 
8.0 1;3 4.0;8.0 1.0 1.0 
8.5 2;3 4.5~8.5 0.944444 0.941 

The matrix function C(t), t E T, is considered to be 
piece-wise continuous. Any piece-wise continuous functions 
e(t), t E T, satisfying unqualiti~s 

can be realized as errors of measurement. 
Let we carry out observation on interval To = [t*, 6] and 

register signal y(t), t E To. Information obtained from signal 
y(t), t E To, allows to decrease the uncertainty of the system 
at any moment of time. 
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The set X! will be called a posteriori distribution of ini
tial states of system (2.1) if it is composed of those and only 
those initial states z = x(t*) E X*, that together with some 
errors of measurement e(t), tETe, are able to generate the 
observed sigp.al y(t), tETe. 

A posteriori motion Xe(t) = {x(tlz), z EX!}, t E'Te, 
and a posteriori distribution Xe(t*) of terminal states of sys
tem (2.1) correspond to a posteriori distribution of initial 

~e 

states X*. 
As a rule, full information about sets X*, X!, X(t*), 

Xe(t*), is not used in problems of control. In a special case it 
is enough to know the certain numerical characteristics (esti
mates) of these sets. Linear problems of control operate with 
Jinear estimates of the form 

cl = m~x h'x(t*lz). 
zEX 9 

(2.4) 

Calculation of estimates of type (2.4) will be called a 
linear problem of observation. 

Let us introduce functions 

h'(t) = h' F(t, t*), M(t) = C(t)F(t, t*), t E T, 
I 

where F(t, T), t, T E T, is a fundamental matrix of solution of 
system (2.1): 

E is a unit diagonal n x n-matrix. 
In terms of these functions the problem (2.1)-(2.4) takes 

the form 

&e = max h'(t*)z, e* ~ y(t) - M(t)z ~ C, tETe, 

Gz = j, d* ~ z ~ d*. 
(2.5) 
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The constructive theory .9f linear semifinite extreme problems 
of type (2.5) is presented in (Gabasov, 1986). The results of 
numerical experiments with respect to finite algorithms devel
oped on the base of .this theory are given in (Kirillova, 1986). 

2. While constructing optimal controls of feedback type 
the estimates of a posteriori· distribution of terminal states 
are to be calculat.ed in the mode of real time. It's clear that 
to do it directly solving problem (2.5) for various 0 ~ t* is 
unreasonable and practically impossible due to the excessive 
demands to computer high performand. 

The purpose of the present paper is to obtain equations 
that describe the lows of change of elements for solution of 
problem (2.5) in time O. To simplify calculations we shall 
limit ourselves by_ the case G = 0, f = 0, k = 1. According 
to (Gabasov, 1986) an optimal support plan {z(O),Ssup(O)} 
is the solution of simple problem (2.5). Support Ssup( 0) con
sist of two components {Tsup( 0), Isup( 0) }. The first compo
nent Tsup( 0) is the totality of moments of time t* ~ T1 (0) < 
T2(O) < ... < TI(O) ~ O. The second component Isup(O) con
tains [-indices frQm the set I = {I, 2, ... ,n} of indices of plan 
z. According to the definition the non-generated support [ x [ 
matrix 

correspond to support Ssup(O), where Mj(t), is the j-th column 
of matrix M(t). 

Support Ssup( 0) is accomponied by a vector of poten
tials v = v( Tsup( 0)) = (v( T1 (0)), ... , v( TI( 0))), calculated by 
formula 

where 
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A vector of potentials v together with the vector of esti
mates 

~I(B) = ~I(BIIN) = (~j(B), j E IN)' 

= V'M(Tsup(B)'!N) - hN(t*), IN =1\Isup , 

composes the criteria. base of optimally (Gabasov, 1986): 

~j(B) ~ 0 if zj(B) = d*j; ~j(B) ~ 0 if zAB) = dj; 

~j(B) = 0 if d*j < zj(B) < dj; j E IN; 

v(Tj(B)) ~ 0 if Y(Ti(B)) - M(Ti(B))z(B) = C; 
v( Ti(B)) ~ 0 if Y(Ti(B)) - M( Ti(B))z(B) = e*; 

v( Ti(6)) = 0 if e* <Y( Ti(B)) - M( Ti(B))z(B) < C; 
i = 1~ [. 

Let 6 be such moment of time that: 
1) Functions A(t),. G(t), yet), tETe, are continuous 

together with the· second derivatives in the neighborhood of 
. points TiC B), i = 1,1; where 

Y(Ti(B)) - M(Ti(B))z(B) f- 0; 

2) d*sup < zsup(B) < d:up ; 
3) e* < yet) - M(t)z(B) < C, t E Te\Tsup(6); 
4) v(Tsup(B))f-O; 
5) ~(B\IN) f- 0; 
6) TI(B) = B, y(6) - M(6)z(6) f- O. 
Then in the neighborhood of point 6 the component 

Is~p(6) of opti~al support Ssup(B) is constant, and th,e compo
nent Tsup(6) and support components zSl,lp(B) of optimal plan 
z( B) satisfy equations: 

Msup( Ti)Zsup = 0, i = 1, 1- 1 

Msup( B)zsup = y - M z, 

(Y(Ti) - M(Ti)Z)7i = Msup(Ti)Zsup, i = 1,1-1, 
(2.6) 

71 = 1. 
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Correlations (2.6) will be called equations of an optimal 
estimator. Initial conditions· for 8 = t* for equations (2.6) are 
obtained from consideration of a priori distribution. 

Equations (2.6) are integrated as the results of measure
ment y(8 enter. Their form changes together with the change 
of component Isup(8) oroptimal support Ssup(8). 

The rules of change Isup(8) are obtained from those of 
change of the support of adaptive method (Gabasov, 1980). 

3. As illustration of the cited results consider a problem 
of observation for the motion of material point on a rectilin
ear section of. path under the action of constant force. The 
mathematical model of the studied system 

-x =w. (2.7) 

Assume that the initial moment t* = 0 the points was 
found some~here in the neighborhood of point x = 0 : Ix(O)1 ~ 
1. Let at this moment its unknown velocity'x(O) satisfied the 
unequality Ix(O)1 ~ 1. It is also known that the force acting 
onto the point can take any value from the set 

It is required to estimate the maximal possible value of 
velocity of the point at the current moment 8. 

Evidently a priori estimate of velocity equals to &.8 = 
1 + 28. It is understood that for large 8 > 0 this estimate may 
. occur to be extremely gross. 

Supplement system (2.7) by a measuring devi'ce 

y=x+~, 

which is able instantly (without inertial) to fix the position of 
point with error e, satisfying unequality 

le(t)1 ~ 1, t E [0,8]. 
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Let us study the situation when the measuring device 
registered signal y( t) = 0, t ~ O. 

If we introduce phase variables 

Xl = X, X2 = X, X3 = W, 

(
010) vectors h = (0,1,0), c = (1,0,0), matrix A = 0 0 1 , then 
000 

the problem considered in the given item becomes a special 
case of problem from item 1 for n = 3, m = 1, G = 0, f = 
0, d* = (-1, -1, -2), d* = (1,1, 2), ~* = -1, C = 1, t* = B. 

The observation problem (2.5) for B = 4 takes the form 

X2 + 8X3 --t max, IXI + tX2 + t2x31 ~ 1 
t E [0,4], IXil ~ 1, i = 1,3; 

where X3 = W /2. 

(2.8) 

The solution of problem (8) is given in (Kirillova, 1986): 

xO =(-0.236068; -1.0; 0.327254); 71(4) = 1.527864; ( ) 
. 2.9 

72(4) = 4; Isup(4) = {1,3}. 

Equation of optimal estimator for B E [J2 + 1/2,8]: 
Isup(B) = {1,3}; Xl + 7lX3 = 0; Xl + B2X3 = 1 + B; 7-1 
-7lX3/X3; 72 = B, with initial conditions (2.9). 

Optimal estimator for B E [8,00] : Isup(B) = {2,3}; X2 + 
7lX3 = 0; X2+Bx3 = 1; 7-1 = -(X2+27lX3)/2X3; 72 = B. Initial 
conditions: x2(8) = -1; x3(8) = 1/8;.71(8) = 4; 72(8) = 8. 
In the given case the solutions are found in the explicit form: 
x2(B) = -8/B; x3(B) = 8/B2; 7l(B) = B/2; 72(B) . B. For B E 
[V2, J2+1/2] have: Isup(B) = {1,2}; Xl +7lX2 = 0; Xl +BX2 = 
1 - B2; 7-1 = -x2/2; 72= B; Xl( J2 + 1/2) = -3/4; X2( J2 + 
1/2) = -1; 7l( J2 + 1/2) = 1/2; 72( J2 + 1/2) = J2 + 1/2. 
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x,w 

e 

Fig. 2. Laws of initial states and force change. 

For 0 E [1, V2] : Isup(O) = {2}; X2(O) = (2 - (2)jO; Tl(O) = O. 
For 0 E [0,1] : Isup(O) = {I}; Xl(O) = 1 - 0 - 02; Tl(O) = O. 

The laws of change in time of optimal plan x( 0) are pre
sented in Fig. 2. The law of change of estimate at} of maximal 
possibl~ velocity and the law of change in time of optimal sup
port moments Tsup(O) are presented in Fig. 3. It's shown that 
on interval [0,1] a posteriori estimate coincides with that a 
priori i.e. due to the measurement errors on this interval the 
uncertainty of problem with respect to the accessible signal is 
failed to be decreased. after moment 0 = 8 an optima:! esti
mator is structurally stabilized (Isup(O) = {2,3} for 0 ~ 8). 

We note that estimate (2.4) have the more general form 
&9 = ma.:x h'x(Olz) in exa:mple. The equation of estimator 

zEX! 
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e 
20 

Fig. 3. Laws of estimate and suport moment change. 

(2.6) is fulfilled also for it. 

Conclusion. Using constructive methods of solving ex
tremal problems created by authors before, algorithms of act
ing optimal estimators for ];nei.r discrete and continuous sys
tems in conditions of uncertainty are constructed. These al
gorithms are oriented on using microprocessor's elements. 
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